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From two stories

Tijana: “I’m Italian, I’m Bosnian”

- (a young girl escaped in Italy from Banja Luka with the family 24 years ago)

Teo: “I come from Croatia, but I want to be introduced as European because I feel 
my European, talking today about borders hasn’t sense”

- (a Software Engineer living in Italy)

They both are very active in social network online, with family, with friends, with

discussions group on the crisis in the worlds (Ukraine, balkanian flood of the past

year), and with cooperation environment for develop software



Tijana

- Tijana uses the web to maintain contact with her extended family and friends

after the diaspora caused by the Balkans conflict

- In addition to this, Tijana wrote a thesis on this phenomena by studying the

social network sites of Eastern-block countries and speaking with young

people actively involved in both sides of the current Ukraine crisis

- Tijana was able to reach those at the forefront of the crisis via her existing

social media network



Our hypothesis

From this experiences our research was born, and with this paper our hypothesis takes its first

steps, namely that:

Online social networks are ideal platforms to promote peace and a multi-ethnic/international

identity building process

1. we start with some literature and experiences on peace building process trough ICT

2. after we continue with exposure our preliminary research

3. finally we close with a theoretical reflection of the concept of identity and terms important for

the main topic



Peace building and social media
Further experiments 1/3

Further experiments have been conducted using Information and Communications Technology for

peaceful purposes:

- video games which require players to engage in peaceful negotiations between Israelis and

Palestinians (Burak et al. 2005)

- “warblogs” and “peaceblogs” are utilized to demonstrate various factors that can actually trigger

conflicts as well as providing possible solutions (Oravec 2004)

- online story-telling, video games, and interactive interviews



Further experiments 2/3

- A results of 1200 case-studies demonstrated that the online cooperation among teams

made up of people from diverse backgrounds develops both cultural intelligence and

global identity without undermining the local identity (Erez et al 2013)

- In the Philippines it used video conferences, with the aim of bringing together young

people to build cultural bridges based on reciprocal understanding amongst different

cultures (Paderanga 2014): the 220 students involved, after taking part in this

experiment, believed it more possible to be able to live in peace together because they

felt they all belonged to the one same community (Paderanga 2014)



Further experiments 3/3

- «Research has shown that social networking is fundamental to the reintegration of ex-

combatants into civilian life, not only in pursuing post-war livelihoods, but also in their

social reintegration into their original or new communities» (Lamb 2013)

- The analysis of data collected in the context of pre and post conflict elections: The

research conducted by “Georgia Tech” is bearing fruit via the “Aggie” software program.

This program aggregates and analyses, in real time, information and input from multiple

social media sites and blogs all at the same time



Following forms of technology that have been 
most widely used to promote peace

1. Learning Management Systems (LMS) or Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) (Buchanan et al., 

2008; Merryfield 2003; Verbaan 2008)

2. Web 2.0 with blog (Carano & Berson, 2007; Drexler et al., 2008; Oravec, 2004)

3. Wikis (Drexler et al., 2008; Ferdig et al., 2007)

4. Online social networking (Ferdig et al., 2007)

5. Video sharing sites (Buchanan et al., 2008; Meadows & Murphy, 2004).

6. Other media platforms have been used for sharing information and communication aimed at 

furthering mutual understanding include email, video conferencing and mobile phones (UNDV 

2008)



Our pilot research

1. Nationality; 2. Number of contact in FB; 3. Gender; 4. Age

5. Number of contact in the countries of former Yugoslavia (FY), in 6 cohorts (“= 0”, “> 0 and < = 5”, “> 5 and < = 

15”, “> 15 and < = 35”, “> 35 and < = 150”; “< 150”)

6. Time dedicated to different activities

7. Travels in the countries of FY; 8: Physical friends in these countries

9. Their social/cultural identity based on the following questions: “Do you feel that your identity corresponds 

to the tradition and culture of your Country?”, “Do you feel you culturally belong to a larger territory than your 

country?”, and “Which of these geopolitical realities you feel you belong in?” (My Country; Something like the 

Former Yugoslavia; Balkans, Europe)

10. The use of other social network sites other than FB



Method and Methodology

- We published the questionnaire via Snowball sampling via Google Drive through our FB networks

- All statistical inferences have value inside the group of questioned people, not for a general

population

- In any case, second to theory, a network of 115 people represent a agent of diffusion of the

attitudes, ideas (Rogers 2003) and tend to share a "horizon of meanings" (Schütz 1952) with

common points from us evidenced: in other words they share and negotiate their world image

into the process of reality building (Berger, Luckmann 1966)

- How much shared is this world image and how much diffuse is this process is possible to define

only with deeper and more expensive research tools



Nationality of 115 reached people

42; 36%

38; 33%

17; 15%

13; 11%

3; 3% 2; 2% 0; 0%

Bosnia Serbia Croatia Montenegro Slovenia Macedonia Kosovo



Some informations 1/2

- Average age is 24.8 years, the median 23, with a standard deviation of 8 years.

- There are 77 female and 38 male, for the imbalance between female and male, 

we are not going to consider the gender as variable

- The average of contacts on FB is 635.5, the median 410, and the deviation 

standard 733.5

- We revealed an inverse correlation between age and number of contacts (R = -

0.2)



Some informations 2/3

- We built an indicator, by giving an increasing index to every increasing age

group of friendships with the different countries of FY, from 0 (we united

the age group "= 0" with the cohort "> 0 and < = 5") to 5 (">150").

- The indicator seems to ring true namely because of the correlation

between the absolute number of contacts and it is very high (R = 0.7)

- Therefore more contacts in absolute means more contacts with the

countries of FY



Some informations 3/3

- The indicator shows an important link between the contacts with foreign

countries and the physical friendships in those countries (R = 0.44)

- It is interesting to note that there appears to be a little bigger correlation

(inverse) between age and groups of friendships in countries of FY (R = - 0.24)

than the correlation between age and absolute number of contacts (R = - 0.2)

- Whereas the correlation between contacts (absolute number) in FB and physical

friendship inside the countries of FY is R = 0.27



Activities through FB

- Time spent messaging tends to be 0 (however other social media platforms were used for

messaging: 32 per cent use other online social media networks such as Instagram, MySpace,

Skype, vkontakte, Google+, Viber, Linked-in, and Badoo)

- 56 per cent of the time is dedicated to friends

- 16 per cent to sharing photos and comments

- 13 per cent to information

- 10 per cent to plan travel in an FY country

- 3 per cent to voluntary activities in relation with members from other FY countries



Travel trends in FY

- 64 per cent travel from one to three times a year to other FY countries

- 17 per cent every three months

- 12 per cent every two months and 8 per cent never

There is a correlation between contacts in other countries and trips to those 

countries (R = 1.3)



Which of these geopolitical realities do you 
feel you belong in? 

- 33 per cent answered “Europe”

- 22 per cent “My Country”

- 26 per cent “Something like the Former Yugoslavia”

- 19 per cent the Balkans.



A non european supranational belongingness

We united those who felt they belong to Balkans with those who felt they belong to

Something like the former Yugoslavia, so we obtained a non European

supranational belongingness

Belonging to% Bosnia Croazia Montenegro Serbia

My Country 29 6 31 24

Supranationl area (but no EU) 45 59 31 47

Europe 26 35 38 29



The overlapping belongingness feeling

Overlapping belongingness

feeling
Do you feel that your

identity corresponds to the

tradition and culture of your

Country?

Yes No

Do you feel you culturally

belong to a larger geographic

area than just the borders of

your country?

Yes 60,00 29,57

No 7,83 2,61



Crossing the last two item

- Those who feel a European belonging feel the lowest (percent of cases) correspondence to the tradition and

culture of his Country (51 %)

- Those who feel an Ex-Yugoslavia belonging feel the highest (percent of cases) overlapping belonging

between local and supranational (73 %) and a higher correspondence to the tradition and culture of his

Country (80 %)

- Those who feel belong to their Country feel the highest correspondence to the tradition and culture of his

Country (81 %) and the lowest culturally belong to a larger geographic area (81 %)

- Those who feel belonging to a Balkan area feel the highest culturally belonging to a larger geographic area

than just the borders of your country (95 %) and a lower identity correspondent to the tradition and culture

of your Country (65 %)



The interview

- For a more in-depth research of some key results we interviewed eleven people: three from

Bosnia, three from Serbia, two from Slovenia, one from Montenegro, and one from Macedonia

- The age range is from 19 to 33 years

- For each person interviewed, their online profile is an exact reflection of their physical/offline

presence

- They interact online with family and friends spread throughout various countries, not only in FY

- They use the social media (not only Face Book) to communicate and, for all type of contact

(friends, relatives, work, study and hobbies) with people staying in other countries



No Border

All those we interviewed, apart from the three Serbians and one

Slovenian, think that physical borders should not exist, that they

actually make no sense, and that there is not that much difference

between people from the various countries within the FY.



Some considerations

1. Which of these geopolitical realities do you feel you belong in?

33 per cent answered “Europe”

- Actually national and supranational identification is a similar process construction European

identity or Europeanism (Moran 1989)

- It is continually rebuilding (EU becomes more numerous, with variant national and local

cultural identities which are in a process of acculturation and innovations) and, maybe, in the

future will come like national identity

- It is possible to become imagined political community, both inherently limited and sovereign

(Anderson 1998)



33 per cent answered “Europe”

- Some kind of cultural unification on the multicultural grounds that experience of the world as a

unified whole (as a consequence of the logic of capital and technology): the “global unification of

mankind” (Fukuyama 1992).

- Globalization implies the broadest form of identification, in which the cultural (national) identities

themselves, to some extent, are being transformed that new cultural values and expressive forms

(ideas, procedures, symbols, etc.) emerge, that the importance of local and territorial

characteristics is being lost due to medialization and virtualization of the world

- It becomes to change of shape and contents of world space «which implies interdependence and

communication between all points of the globe» (Djordjević 2009: 372).



Conclusions

- From our work it emerges a reality of a youth that communicate, share, travel, experience and feel

across borders, who look beyond the actual existence of borders: a “No border generation” is taking

shape

- We have demonstrated a positive link between contacts on FB and real friendships in other countries

of former Yugoslavia, how this impacts travel there, and a bias towards the younger generation i.e., the

younger generation has more contacts and a larger “friendship” network and will also be the ones to

travel more frequently to other countries to meet this network.

- However the fact that this “No border generation” could be the direct result of the influence of the

internet and social media, and the potency and reach of this influence requires further investigation

and research with the input of additional resources


